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ABSTRACT

The electrical resistivity of liquid noble—metal alloys i .e . CuAu

and AgA.u is calculated as a function of concentration. The calculations

employ trans i tion-metal-paeudopotentiale that include nonlocal effects,

hybridization and corrections due to orthogonalitatlon hole and use the

hard-sphere structure factors) the optimal values of the hard-sphere

diameterB are being determined by variational calculations. The calculated

resistivities are comparable to the experimental values and to the available

theoretical results.
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1. Introduction

The diffraction model (Ziman 1961, Faber and Ziman 1965, Dreirach e_t

al_ 1973 ) has been the most formidable tool for calculating the electrical

resistivity of highly disordered metallic systems. The early applications

of the model {e.g. Ashcroft and Lekner 1966) involved simple forms of

pseud opotentials and subsequently paeudopotentials were replaced by the

t-matrix of a muffin tin potential in calculating the electrical resistivities

of various non-simple metals {Evans et al 197lt Dreirach 1971 and the

references therein) and their alloys (e.g. Breij-aoh et al 1972).

How looking at the simple Ziman formula it is clear that the magnitude

of the resistivity ia very much sensitive to the product of the structure

factor of the system and tha squared of the relevant interacting (pseudo)

potential in the close vicinity of the corresponding Fermi diameter 2k—

(also see Meiael and Cote 1983). It is also evident that the main contri-

butions to the resistivity integrand come frcn the region between zero qQ

of the screened pseudopotential and 2k_ (e.g. Jackie and Frobose 1979). It

is noted that the contributions of the pseudopotential form factors

to the resistivity integrand relevant to the noble metals {Animalu and Heine

1965) al-e not adequate between q and 2k_ and consequently these potentials

could generate only a part of the total resistivity for each of these metalB.

And this picture remains unaltered using any hither-to-knovn local pseudo-

potential.

We believe that thia situation could be improved, even in the pseudo-

potential framework, by incorporating the essential refinements in interacting

potentials relevant to the noble oetals. In this respect if we look at the

electronic structure of the noble metals in the crystalline state, we note

that the filled d-bands of these metals lie just below the respective Fermi

level indicating a strong hybridization effect. In addition to these effects
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2. Formulation

the lack of cancellation of the d-cotnponents of the wave functions of these

metals frith the respective core states (Cohen and Heine 1970) introduces

nonlocal effects in the electron-ion interactions. Experimental studies

reveal (e.g. Busch and Guntherodt 1974), however, that the d bands are not

seriously affected on melting and so it is expected that the effects due to

hybridization and nonlocalitiea are also relevant to the liquid phase of theso

systems.

Now for the solid phase a consideration of the full nonlocal effects

means to take into account details of the Feraii-surface topology- On

the contrary, as a result of the disappearance of the so-called ?ermi surface—

Bxillouin zone interaction, a free electron 'behaviour may be expected to he

more evident in the liquid phase than in the crystalline phase. In view of

this inference we employ a on—Fermi—sphere approximation in considering

nonlocality in the pseudopotential form factors. On the other hand.the

differing features of the true and pseudo wave functions in the region of

atomic core introduce a difference in the charge densities for the two oases.

This difference tends to a constant value beyond the atomic core and this is

encountered almost in al l retals (Paber 1972, p.33). Consequently, we have

considered effective values of the charges and valencies in our calculations

in a way prescribed earlier (e.g. Heine and Weaire 1970, p,326).

Now the structure factors for the noble metals have been measured (e.g.

Waeeda 1980), "but the partial structures factors for the alloys constituting

noble metals are not known. So we have employed a full second order perturba-

tion theory (e.g. Rahman 198l), taking hard speree as reference systems, io

estimate the atomic diameterB and the packing fractions; these ingredients are

then used to compute the relevant structure factors in the resitivity integrands.

The paper ie arranged as follows: in 62 we briefly describe the relevant

formalism and in 0 3 we present the results and discuss them with somo conclu-

ding remarks.

"•3—

A. Basic Ingredients : Pseudopotential Theory

We consider a binary alloy of type A
c

3} c consisting of ell atoms of
* *

type A and (l-c)N atomB of type B having valencies Z, and 5L respectively ,

The alloy volume is taken to be JC . Then in terms of the standard second-

order theory the upper bound of the Helmholtz free energy in terms of the

hypothetical hard-sphere diameterB C' and O1 at a finite temperature T

is given by (for details aee Rahman 1961)

NTS',
(1)

where the first term comprises the structure-independent contributions and

the other terms are the band structure contribution

( 2 )

the Madelung contribution

(3)

and the effective entropy 3. (for details of the various contributions in

this term gee Young 1977). IK portion (2) r~f f i) is t h e Standard Lindhart

function end U accounts for '! J effects due to electron-slectron interactions,ee

Here S (i,j= A,B) are tK hard-sphere structure factors obtainable in the

closed forms (Ashcroft and Langreth 1967a and erj-ata 1968).

We use o f f e o t i v e va lue s for the q u a n t i t i e s Z ,{ i^ A,B) and e 2 i . e . Z*
0 ?0 ?

and e"» (l H-cx,-f)e where 2. is the chemical vt.lenco and O t e f f accounts for

the orthogonali?.aiion-hole-correct,ion(Animalu 1973), In atomic units e2»2
L̂O t^n+. Gncrj-'ie^i a r c l . h y ' i b e r v v .
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The pseudopotential used in the calculations ia (Animalu 1973)i

wL"'^ (4)

where k denotes the energy dependence of the model potentials in the quasi-

local Eenee. In equation (4) v (<0 i e 'tne local part of the potential given

by

bL(<f) = -

where C-Z /R , u- qR and w • q̂H , The nonlocal part of the potential in
US ID C

an on-Fermi sphere approximation is

if q > 2kg, and

l f < 1 4 ^ (6)

where r» *yfl-m BJIA. y- (q-kpjR^ while cos9 - (l-q/kp) and cos9/» ( i + y - u )/2ry.

The calculations also use the exchange and correlation function due to Geldart

and Vosko (1966). The other parameters appearing in the pseudopotentials are

obtained from Animalu (1973).

The optimal values of & **>&. oj are calculated, for the CuAu

and Aglu systems at various concentrations by using equation (l) and the

oo-oalled Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality. The effective packing fraction >£ for

AgAu is found to be around 0.457 at all concentrations; this rigidcess of jn

is expected because the charge transfer during alloying is extremely insignifi-

cant in this system. However, for the CuAu system the effective packing

fraction varies between 0.451 and 0.457\ this small variation occurs due to

some charge transfer owing to the difference in the Wigner-Seitz volumes

for the components.

B. The Electrioal Eesistivity

The Faber-Ziman formula for the electrioal resistivity of a liquid

binary alloy is given by (Aahcroft and Langreth 1967b)

where CO •

(7)

and v (i« A,B) are the screened pseudopotentials whose

bare forms are given by equation (4)
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3. Results and Discussions

In the variational calculations we assume that -the alloy volume varies

linearly as a function of concentration5 for the noble-metal systems this

assuaption is reasonable (Faber 1972, p.471). The optimal values of the

hard—sphere diameters and the effective packing fractions thus obtained are

then used to calculate the electrical resistivit ies for the CuAu and AgAu

systems over the entire ranges of concentrations. For the component systeins

the ingredients of the bard—sphere structure factors are found to be in good,

agreenent with experimental values (tfaseda 1980, p.55)? this somewhat

indicates that the partial hard-sphere structure structure factors should

well represent those of the true alloys. The resistivities for CuAu and

AgMi are plotted io figuxeg (1) and (2) against the atomic concentration

of Aii» The calculated results are eor,.pa.ra'ele to the measured values; the

experimental values for the CuA.u system are obtained from Rô  i and Mots

(1957) and. those for AgAu are obtained from Howe and Snderby (1967j (also

set Boll and Motz 1957). For both systems the present calculations somewhat

underestimate the resistivit ies but they maintain the experimental trend;

this trend is , however, poor in the Au-rich region of the AgAu system.

For the CuAu system a coEiparieon with the theoretical results due to

Dreirach et al 1372 is shown in figure (l) i the latter employed a t-matrix

of a muffin tin potential in their calculations.

Be now tend to diBcuss the roles of the nonlocal pseudopotentials in

the resistivity integrands. From figure (3) we note that the nonlocal partis

of the pseudopotential for Ag tend to push up the maximum of the effective

potential around 21^ quite substantially and so the contributions of [v (2

in the resistivity integral become much larger in comparison to those

contributed only by the local counter parts in the effective potential. A

similar feature is noted in the other two metals as well; we note that this

trend is also retained in the alloys. Here it is relevant to mention that

Hove and Hnderby (1967) for the first time speculated about the possible

roles of tho nonlocalitiea in the transport properties of AgAu,

Even though the roles of hybridization are not directly detectable

in the final Tesistivity results but these have been proved to be important

in reproducing the correct hard-sphere diameters and the packing fractions —

particularly for the pure systems. This indicates that these effects in the

liquid state are as important as in the crystalline state and this in turn

signifies that the d bands are not seriously affucted by the liquid disorder.

Now looking at equation (7) it is clear, however, that the consideration of

the chargci-depletion-hole correction plays a positive role in improving the

results because the effective values of charges and valencies are larger than

th<? corresponding chemical values of these qurjititles.

Finally we may conclude that by including essential refinements e.g.

effects of nonlocalities, hybridization, orthogonalization etc. in the theory

i t is possible to improve the calculated results to a greater extent for

tho less simple metals and their alloys — even within the peeudopotontial

frame work. However, it is net clear at this stage whether the consideration

of these effects is at all connected to the prime theme that the resistivity

integrands in the JUrcan formula are characterised by a sharp increase in

t>ackwa?-d scattering which :s mainly due tc the fairly large <j phase-3hift,s

at the Fermi level.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure I . The e l ec t r i ca l r e s i s t i v i t y of the CuAu system. Curve A denotes the

present r e s u l t s , curve B the experimental values (Roll and Hots 1957) and

ourve C the calculated resu l t s by Dreiraoh et al 1972. The present calcula-

t ions use T-1425 K.

Figure a. The e l ec tr i ca l r e s i s t i v i t y of the Aglu system. Curve A denotes the

present resul ts and curve B the experimental values due to Howe and aiderhy

(1967) (also eee Roll and MotE 1957). The present calculations use T-1375 K.

Figure 3 . The soreened pseudopotential form factors for Ag. Curve A denotes

the local part alone (equation 5) and ourve the effeot ive pseudopotential

that includes nonlocal e f fects (equation 6 ) . The arrows a and a denote

respectively the maximum in the pseudopotentials (a does not show any

v i s ib l e sh i f t s for the two potent ia ls) and the peak-poaition in the relevant

structure factor .
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